FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CHEMEO and MPI Announce Finkote CC - Advanced Aluminum Conversion Coating Technology


Nationally Recognized Coating Shop, Metal Processing International (MPI), and CHEMEO, a global leader in the use of proprietary, military grade trivalent chrome conversion coatings, have formed a technological and business alliance to bring advanced aluminum conversion coating technology to the HVAC market through Finkote CC (CC=Conversion Coating).

Market trends toward all aluminum construction of HVAC components have increased the need for new techniques to combat corrosion and the chemical attack of heat exchangers. Chemeon’s military grade chemistry paired with MPI’s industrial application experience for heat exchangers is bringing cost effective, coating options for all aluminum products that are used extensively for indoor evaporators, outdoor condensing coils, and other aluminum heat exchanger applications. Finkote CC is exclusively available from Metal Processing International and CHEMEO.

Finkote CC will debut in booth C6300 at the international Air Conditioning, Heating, Refrigeration Exposition – AHR Expo 2017, #AHRExpo, January 30th through February 1st in Las Vegas. There will be daily demonstrations and Q/A with the Finkote 2 team supported by a CHEMEO research chemist.

To learn more about how Finkote CC can provide visual quality control and military grade protection to combat corrosion and chemical attack, visit www.finkote.us.

About CHEMEO Surface Technology
CHEMEO Surface Technology is the only Woman Owned Small Business in the world that is licensed by the US Navy to manufacture and provide MIL-SPEC QPD/QPL Hex Free/Trivalent Chromate Conversion Technology. CHEMEO's patented and proprietary chemistries are internationally recognized for providing environmentally responsible hard material, surface engineering treatments and solutions.
Learn more at: www.chemeon.com

About Metal Processing International (MPI)
Metal Processing International L.P. is a provider of corrosion resistant and functional coatings, focused specifically on the HVAC industry. MPI offers a wide range of solutions for OEM’s, contractors, and heat exchanger manufacturers.
Learn more at: http://www.finkote.us

For more information about CHEMEO, visit www.chemeon.com or call +1 775.782.8324.
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